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Dear Customer 
 
After three months of global suffering due to the Covid-19 pandemic we experience positive 
changes in the national regulations in Europe.  
 
We are looking back at a period in which we did our utmost best to continue delivering PLIXXENT 
products without jeopardizing the health of our employees, customers and suppliers. As far as we 
know and are informed we managed this successfully as no know Covid-19 cases are detected on 
our environment.  
 
Following the recommendations from the authorities we are getting back to a new normal in a 
controlled pace. More and more we get back to the offices, laboratories and operations, while still 
keeping social distance and hygienic rules.  
 
You will probably not notice that difference while contacting us by phone, email, skype or Teams as 
our employees have been executing their task in a flexible way over last three months from home 
office. We are also initiating local visits again to your sites when possible to strengthen our 
relationships and develop our shared business. We will keep a strong focus on the hygienic rules 
as et by you and your (local) government.  
 
With our suppliers, including freight suppliers, we keep very good and open communications in 
such that we assure the delivery of your orders in the best possible way. We will continue our open 
communication on delivery times and freight schedules.  
 
Our teams are ready to fulfill your orders. Your change request on material or volume changes can 
and will be handled in the best way by informing us as soon as possible. Together we can manage 
a hassle-free delivery. #BetterTogether.  
 
If you have any questions or comments, please don’t hesitate to contact me.  
 
Best regards 
 
 
Ralf Zehrendt 
Head of Marketing & Sales 
PLIXXENT GmbH & Co. KG 
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